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1

Introduction

1.1

Stantec (formerly Peter Brett Associates), with Carter Jonas, has been commissioned by the Royal

1.6

The infrastructure required to support growth for Kensal Canalside may take place both within the boundary
of those sites and outside of the boundary.
Figure 1.1 Kensal Canalside sites

Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC) to update the original 2016 Development Infrastructure
Funding Study (2016 DIFS), prepared by Peter Brett Associates LLP with JLL and Gardiner & Theobald.

Our brief
1.2

1.3

The brief requires us to explain:
•

The changes that have occurred since the 2016 DIFS

•

The infrastructure requirements for growth at the site under a range of new scenarios

•

When the demand for infrastructure arises

•

How much those infrastructure requirements cost

•

How those infrastructure requirements might be paid for.

Kensal Canalside is an Opportunity Area in the adopted London Plan (2016). The London Plan envisages
a minimum of 3,500 new homes and 2,000 new jobs at the site. The site is allocated in the RBKC Local
Plan which was adopted on 11 September 2019. Policy CA1 allocates the site for a minimum of 3,500
homes, 10,000 sqm of offices 2,00sqm of retail, social and community space. This policy has been
endorsed by the Local Plan Inspector who considered it ‘positively prepared in setting out an ambitious
future for transformation, growth and improved infrastructure in the area’. The site is complex with
transport access is particularly constrained and barriers to access from rail and canal corridors and a single
point of vehicle access from Ladbroke Grove. The adopted policy makes clear that if a new Elizabeth Line
is not agreed, the capacity and any masterplan will need to be reviewed and any change bought forward

Date of research

through an early review of the plan.

Scope

1.7

The bulk of our primary research was carried out in Q3/Q4 2019. This report reflects the position at that
point in time. As often is the case with projects of this scale, views on the requirements, costs and funding

1.4

of infrastructure needed for development are likely to be modified as more information becomes available.

This study covers the area known as Kensal Canalside and consists of four key sites as shown in Figure
1.1. These are:

1.5

Approach

•

North Pole depot (part)

•

National Grid Gasholders site

•

Ballymore

focus on primary and secondary infrastructure. By contacting the main service providers and those

•

Sainsbury’s

previously involved in the 2016 DIFS, we have explored what has changed in the intervening period and

1.8

We update the utilities and transport elements of the DIFS and undertake a partial update in relation to
social infrastructure. The same approach to the type of infrastructure has been taken as last time, with the

There are also a number of smaller sites within the Opportunity Area which are not included in the study

clarified exactly what would now be required to deliver the revised scenarios.
1.9

We have worked closely with the developers, taking on board their evidence base documents and

area for this DIFS refresh (Canalside House, Boathouse Centre and Water Tower). Therefore, if growth

emerging strategies for the sites. However, information has in some cases been scant, reflecting the

comes forward on those sites, it will be in addition to any of the scenarios considered in this study and may

progress they have made in bringing their sites forward. While we have exercised professional judgement

therefore trigger additional infrastructure requirements.

or sought instruction from RBKC to close those gaps, we recognise that more detailed site-specific work
undertaken in support of a future planning application may supersede some of the contents of this report.
1
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reach perfectly reasoned conclusions on what infrastructure is required on any one given site or with
any one service provider.

Assumptions
1.10

We use the same assumptions, exclusions and caveats, to ensure a consistent and comparable approach.



This infrastructure assessment is not itself a policy document. Information included in the assessment
does not override or amend the various agreed/adopted strategies, policies and commitments which
local authorities and other infrastructure providers currently have in place.



Our assessment of potential developer contributions from potential future development in the area
does not purport to offer a valuation of any particular piece of land. They were prepared with the
objective of estimating potential overall levels of contributions that could be secured from development
to help fund infrastructure. They are not suited to any other purpose.



Though this work can be used as a high-level guide, developers and RBKC will not be able to solely
rely on this work to negotiate individual Section 106 agreements. Our analysis is not at the level of
accuracy that allows this function to be performed.



Further work after this study has closed will be necessary to refine infrastructure priorities.



It will be important to allow enough flexibility around funding. In the case of S106, for example, there
may be changes to the way that these policies are used to pay for different infrastructure items that
differ from this report.



This report may make assumptions about how projects are funded. For example, it may assume that
some projects are included as seeking S106. However, as projects proceed through the planning
process, these projects may be sought as part of typical externals budgets, and thus receive no
funding or offsetting allowance in viability calculations for S106 or affordable housing. This is an areawide report which does not attempt to determine these matters, which will require site-by-site
negotiation.

This relates to our use of gross capital costs at current prices excluding VAT and applying a 10%
contingency on costs.
1.11

In terms of the viability testing we take account of levels of affordable housing requirements through our
assessment of viability and potential developer contributions. Our viability work is based on assumptions
on levels of affordable housing to be required in the area.

1.12

We have updated the demographic assumptions used to understand the relationship between housing
stock and population and to understand the age profile of the development proposed. We have used the
GLA Population Yield Calculator (v3.1) 1 to estimate population yields in this update.

1.13

Levels of affordable housing, and dwelling mix, are also important when determining inputs into the GLA
Population Yield Calculator, as this calculator produces the overall population, and child population growth
estimates that drive most forms of social infrastructure provision.

1.14

In line with London Plan policy, we have looked at a policy compliant level of affordable housing (35%) as
the starting point of this study; because part of the site is within public ownership (North Pole), policy
compliant equates to 50% affordable2. Within affordable housing, we have also considered the implications
of different splits between social rent and intermediate tenures: 50%/50% split as set out in the RBKC Local
Plan or 70% social rent / 30% intermediate split which more closely aligns to the London Plan. The
dwelling mix of affordable housing, meaning how many bedrooms are in a dwelling, is assumed to be
different to that in market/intermediate categories. A broader discussion on affordable housing and viability
is provided in Section 4.

1.15

We also include remediation cost in this testing and in the absence of any more up-to-date evidence from
the relevant landowners, subject to updating costs in line with inflation, use the same assumptions as the
land remediation study which accompanied the 2016 DIFS.

1.16

In terms of what funding might be available we assume that mainstream funding will be used in the first
instance, where it is available. In addition, we consider developer contributions, direct funding by the
developer and utility companies and then other funding sources.

1.17

We have used the same approach to prioritisation and timescales as last time and only changing the
categorisation where new evidence demonstrates this is required and is likely to come forward sooner.

Caveats
1.18

1

There are a number of important points which must be borne in mind when using this document.


Infrastructure providers reserve the right to update the information provided. As might be expected,
there are some gaps in knowledge and understanding of what is needed and how it might be paid for.
Estimates will need to be refined.



The service providers are at different stages in their planning processes. In many cases further work is
needed to identify specific infrastructure requirements.



The estimates of infrastructure requirements, costs and funding provided here involve generalisation. It
is not realistic to match resources, demand and location with the degree of precision necessary to

https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/population-yield-calculator, accessed September 2019

2

Affordable housing in this context means Social Rent. Intermediate housing is categorised alongside private market housing.
2
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2

Figure 2.1 2013 masterplan

What growth is planned and when?
Introduction

2.1

The amount of growth, and its timing, has a fundamental effect on the level of infrastructure support
needed. In this section we explain the level of development that has been assessed as part of this
Development Infrastructure Funding Study (DIFS) Refresh. We consider what has changed since 2016
and the approach this time, setting out the new scenarios and trajectory and any changes to the
assumptions

Kensal Canalside today
2.2

Kensal Canalside has a mix of land for National Grid (two gasometers and associated buildings), industrial
land, vacant land, Sainsbury’s supermarket, a residential housing block, business space and a converted
water tower. The Great Western mainline, Heathrow Express and future Crossrail line run east-west
through the middle of the site, this line separates the North Pole depot site from the other sites.

2.3

The Grand Union canal runs east-west along the northern boundary of the site and forms the boundary
with Kensal Green cemetery in the north. There is only one vehicular access to the north of the site which
is via Ladbroke Grove and the Sainsbury’s supermarket. Access to the south is currently provided via
Balby Road.

2.4

Development at Kensal Canalside is constrained. Growth is possible, but it depends on the capacity of
the transport solution adopted.

What the 2016 DIFS tested

Source: RBKC

2.6

The site was broken into land ownerships3, and then individual development plots within those land
ownership boundaries. A growth trajectory was provided for each plot. We use the following plot

2.5

The 2016 DIFS was directly informed by a 2013 masterplan (shown below) which did not have any formal
status in policy terms. Using that masterplan and in discussion with landowners, we generated four
growth scenarios which varied by density and development footprint. The scenarios varied by

boundaries for the purpose of this work.
2.7

Table 2.1 2016 DIFS - Summary of indicative development growth across all scenarios

development density and land take and included:
•

Scenario A: Masterplan density at Canalside and North Pole

•

Scenario B: Masterplan density on Canalside only (excludes North Pole)

•

Scenario C: High density at Canalside and North Pole

•

Scenario D: High density at Canalside only (excludes North Pole)

The uses tested on those landholdings are shown in Table 2.1 below.

Scenario A

2.8

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

Development type

Masterplan density
at Canalside and
North Pole

Masterplan density
on Canalside only
(excludes North
Pole)

High density at
Canalside and
North Pole

High density at
Canalside only
(excludes North
Pole)

Homes (no. units)

3,516

2,310

5,000

3,284

Workspace / office (sqm)

9,408

9,408

10,000

10,000

Retail/ social / community
(sqm)

14,170

13,870

14,170

13,770

College / primary school
(sqm)

10,670

0

10,670

0

We considered primary and secondary infrastructure requirements to understand the costs and timing.
Details and assumptions included in the 2016 DIFS will largely be replicated in this work unless specified

In broad terms, with reference to the lettered plots on Figure 2.1, D, F & G are controlled by Sainsbury’s; C & H by Ballymore,
B by National Grid/St William and J-P (known as the North Pole) by Department for Transport
3

3
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and discussed in the next section. Although we have explicitly sought to identify the differences in the

detailed masterplan available. Instead, we have tested theoretical site capacity, starting at the policy

any increased cost or changes to the timing.

minimum, and the implications of increasing the density to provide 4,200 or 5,000 homes.
2.15

The distribution of new dwellings and office space have been discussed between the landowners. While
the attribution on the land interests north of the railway line may change, the principle of a 75%/25%

RBKC have now adopted their Local Plan (2019) which allocated the KCOA 4 for a minimum of 3,500 new

development split between the land north (Canalside) and south (North Pole) is something the relevant

homes, 10,000 sqm new offices, 2,000 sqm non-residential floorspace in addition to a relocated and

parties have agreed to for the purposes of the DIFS. We therefore adopt this in our scenarios.

reprovided supermarket, on-site renewable energy and waste management facilities and a new Crossrail

Setting out the timing of growth

station.
2.10

The site has split into the same land ownerships as last time. However, unlike the 2016 DIFS, there is no

scenarios and explore what implications these changes will have, specifically in terms of whether there is

What is the approach this time? The new scenarios
2.9

2.14

Since the 2016 DIFS, the previous masterplan has fallen away; instead, as required by Policy CA1, the

2.16

focus is on preparing an SPD. Therefore, in this refresh we use development assumptions provided to us

There are several drivers which will influence the timing of delivery of development on the site:


The existing Sainsbury’s store requires continuity of trading i.e. the existing store can only be
demolished once the new store has been constructed. The demolition of the existing is required if the
site is to achieve the quantum of development envisaged in the development plan. Early indicative
phasing provided to us by the landowners show that the Sainsbury’s store is likely to be constructed
in the period up to 2024.



To secure access to the Ballymore and National Grid sites, alongside the construction of the new
food store, new roads will be built. Again, this means that residential start to be delivered on the
Canalside (northern) site until 2024.



Another utilities constraint is an underground sewer which runs through the site. To form a viable
development site, this is likely to require diversion and that diversion works will need to be
coordinated a new bridge being delivered.



The landowners of the North Pole site are not currently in a position to commit to a programme for the
development of their site. This study therefore assumes that they will not start delivering new homes
or other development until 2027.

by RBKC and discussed with the landowners which reflect the adopted policy position.
2.11

The main changes are:
•

In each scenario, development is assumed to take place both north (Canalside) and south (North
Pole) of the railway line

•

Employment distribution is no longer all on the North Pole site; as with the residential development, it
is now split 75% on the northern part of the site and 25% on the southern part of the site

•

Canalside House (shown as plot E on Figure 2.1) no longer forms part of the study area

•

Additional work has been done by the landowners to look at the highway access to northern site

•

RBKC commissioned further work on the bridge across the railway which is now is a pedestrian/cycle
bridge rather than multi-modal bridge

•

The start date has been pushed back to 2024 and the programme has been rolled accordingly

•

In the base case, it no longer assumes the development of the Crossrail station; instead this is a
sensitivity.

2.17

The trajectory for development runs from 2022 to 2031. The starting point was the phasing and broad
distribution in the original DIFS, and the Local Plan Review figures which have been rolled forward.
However, some elements have changed and been moved on a year. This has been discussed with the
landowners, who have provided comments and agreed it.

2.12

The three scenarios that we are now testing are set out in the table below:

2.18

Table 2.2 2019 DIFS Refresh: Summary of indicative development growth by scenario

2.13

assumptions about timing:

Development type

Scenario 1
Lower density

Scenario 2
Medium density

Scenario 3
High density

Homes (no. units)

3,500

4,200

5,000

Workspace / office (sqm)

10,000

10,000

10,000

Retail/ social / community (sqm)

13,256

13,256

13,256



Store moves and is completed in 2022/24



Office is delivered immediately after the new store is completed is in 2025/26



Other retail and social infrastructure provided from 2027



Residential moved forward a year and now due 2027-32

The quantum of development tested in the new scenarios 1 and 3 is similar to the DIFS 2016 Scenarios A
and C. However, the timing and distribution across the sites is different. Scenario 2 bears no relation

4

Given that there is no detailed masterplan and timescales set out we have made the following

2.19

The figure below shows, for Scenario 1, how these constraints translate into a trajectory. This shows that

2016 DIFS Scenarios B and D, which excluded the North Pole site; instead it is based on a higher density

while the timing has shifted somewhat, the pace of delivery on each landholding remains in keeping with

of development across the whole site than the minimum level set out Scenario 1.

that assumed in the 2016 DIFS. For Scenarios 2 and 3, again in line with the approach taken in the 2016

Policy CA1 Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area
4
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DIFS, we do not assume that the timescale within which development would be delivered would change;
instead, we assume a proportionate increase in annual

logistics and phasing are significantly simplified because it would be a lighter bridge structure. There are

completions5.

several options for the design and construction, particularly about how it can land on the North Pole site.
2.24

Figure 2.2 Indicative residential development trajectory, by landowner, for Scenario 1

The Alan Baxter report concludes that having a pedestrian and cycle-only bridge allows more successful
integration with the residential neighbourhoods to the south, makes better use of this narrow site, reduces

350

the cost significantly and provides a more straightforward phasing strategy. However, the benefits to
improved public transport rely on improved bus connections and a Crossrail station.

300

2.25

Homes

250

Effectively the biggest benefit is the increase in PTAL levels, but this would be derived from a combination
of improved east-west connections, and a Crossrail station, and not just a new bridge. These combined
effects will improve accessibility and potentially lead to improved status of the area and increased land

200

values, which may mean that the site can deliver more affordable housing.
150

How will Crossrail affect the Opportunity Area?
100

2.26
50

There has historically been concern that the Crossrail station is not viable and could not be delivered. It
was an important element of the 2016 DIFS, but the Local Plan included modifications to recognise that an
alternative delivery strategy may be brought forward if the railway station is not feasible. This followed the

0
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
Ballymore

Sainsbury's

North Pole

Inspector’s consideration of the issue and his conclusions that ‘confirmation of the new railway station is
still not certain given its stage in Network Rail’s GRIP process for new rail investments’6, and clarified that

National Grid

this issue will be addressed through an early review.
Source: Stantec/RBKC

2.27

uplift in values which would bring development benefits, specifically increase viability which would give the

Key changes and issues for consideration
2.20

Since the 2016 DIFS there have been changes which this study takes account of, namely:


Bridging across the Great Western Mainline (GWM) railway



The status of the Crossrail station



Waste policy

ability to deliver higher affordable housing numbers on the sites.
2.28

Kensal before the planned opening of the Crossrail station at Old Oak Common in 2024/5.
How we address the recycling and waste policy
2.29

2.22

There are significant transport challenges which need to be overcome. A bridge across the GWM railway

Finally, there is an issue with timing. Given the uncertainty regarding the design and funding status of a
new station, there is a question about whether there is sufficient time to design and build a new station at

Crossing the GWM
2.21

The station is no longer considered to be a requirement of the site’s delivery; however, it would result in an

Policy CA1 in the Local Plan as modified states that on-site waste management facilities, which could
include recycling facilities and anaerobic digestion, should be included within scheme.

2.30

At a borough-wide level, the issue of waste arisings was considered at the Local Plan Examination and at

is essential for improving north-south access for the more effective integration of the whole site into the

that point an ‘agreement on a shared solution to its waste capacity shortfall’ was deemed to be close.

wider area which will be important for achieving successful place making. It will have an impact on the

While we recognise that Policy CA1 and the specific waste policy CE3 requires on-site management of

timing and delivery of the sites, and on what on-site and off-site infrastructure is needed and how the area

waste, we consider that this can be dealt with in the applications that come forward so does not need to

develops in the future.

be considered at this stage as a strategic infrastructure issue. Indeed the 2016 DIFS made no allowance

In addition to the bridge, the route through to Scrubs Lane will be fundamental to improving the area’s

was made for on-site provision because there was no space for it on site. Given that this is still the case,

accessibility and the connections through the area and how it links places together and what the

there is no need to reopen this issue and the same approach is taken now, with a small allowance made

implications of this will be. The east-west links and bridge become even more important if there is not to

for contribution to waste facilities elsewhere.

be a Crossrail station.
2.23

Since the 2016 DIFS, RBKC commissioned Alan Baxter to undertake a detailed study looking at bridging
options. The report addresses the significant change in levels of approximately 10m, which the
pedestrian/cycle bridge can more easily manage and design flexibly into the scheme and construction

5

Detailed trajectories for the three different scenarios are included at Appendix A.

6

Paragraph 38-40 of Inspector’s Report 31 July 2019
5
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3

Figure 3.1 Updated design for junctions of Ladbroke Grove with Canal Way and Kensal Street

Updated requirements and cost by sector
Transport

3.1

We have reviewed the transport requirements considering bus provision, pedestrian and cycle routes,
bridge provision over the canal and railway line and junction arrangements arising from the new scenarios.

3.2

In addition to the revised scenarios, the main transport changes are as follows:


Study undertaken for junctions of Ladbroke Grove with Canal Way and Kensal Street



Kensal Canalside Bridge Location and Ramp Approach Options Study



Updated bus routing options

Findings of the Ladbroke Grove with Canal Way and Kensal Street junction study
3.3

RBKC commissioned Project Centre to undertake a comparative assessment of design options for the
junctions of Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way and Ladbroke Grove / Kensal Road. The May 2019 Project
Centre report concluded that the most feasible option for the junction would be to signalise the junction.
The proposed layout of the junction, as shown in Figure 3.1, is based on:


Revised stagger pedestrian crossing arrangement on Canal Way to ‘reverse’ the stagger and junction
geometry and clearance periods



Additional signalised toucan crossing on the northern arm of Ladbroke Road



Revision of signalised crossing over Kensal Road to ‘straight across’ Toucan



Removal of ‘Except Cycles’ from No Right Turn exiting Kensal Road to allow for pedestrian crossing
on northern arm to operate. Cyclists are able to make the movement via two proposed Toucan
crossings



Amendments to internal stop lines to include Advance Cycle Stop Lines (ASLs)



Revised layout of internal stop lines to allow for advisory cycle lanes



Central cycle feeder lane to the ASL on the southern arm of Ladbroke Grove to allows northbound
cyclists to access the ASL.
Source: Project Centre

3.4

The updated design has been tested for a scenario where there are 3,500 units on the northern side of the
site, excluding any vehicular trips generated from the North Pole site. Notably the number of units on the
northern side of the development in Scenario 1 and 2 is below 3,500 units. For Scenario 3, there are 3,750
units (250 units over 3,500 in the northern side), the Project Centre modelling work would therefore need
to be updated to include the additional trips and any trips associated with the North Pole site to ensure
that there is sufficient capacity provided in the improvements proposed at the junction.

3.5

The results of the analysis of the proposed signalised junction are provided on Table 3.1. These indicate
that the signalised junction will provide sufficient capacity for the development in both weekday and
Saturday peak periods for up to 3,500 units added to the northern side of the development. The results
also show that in all three peaks there is reserve capacity available in the junction.
6
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Table 3.1 Signalised junctions of Ladbroke Grove with Canal Way and Kensal Street modelling results

Link description

Ladbroke Grove (N)
Ladbroke Grove (N)
SB Internal S/L
SB Internal S/L
Ladbroke Grove (S)
Ladbroke Grove (S)
NB Internal S/L
NB Internal S/L
Canal Way (W)
Canal Way (W)
Kensal Road (E)
Junction LOS/PRC
Cycle Time (s)

Movement

AH (LT)
RT
AH
RT
LT
AH
AH
RT
LT
RT
LT (RT)

Weekday
AM Peak
RFC /
LoS
85.8%
28.4%
44.2%
54.7%
53.0%
77.9%
87.7%
85.5%
78.0%
77.5%

Delay
(s)
7.1
1.3
0.6
2.2
2.6
5.8
8.9
5.8
4.8
3.2
2.7%
88

Weekday
PM Peak
RFC /
LoS
67.5%
33.1%
39.5%
63.0%
42.4%
68.8%
76.3%
77.4%
61.5%
74.0%

The form of the masterplan for the Canalside site, in particular the location of a new supermarket, has
a substantial impact on the feasible range within which any new bridge can be located. It also impacts
on the ability of the bridge to relate well to any new Crossrail station. The need to maintain a
reasonable gradient on the bridge approach structure within the North Pole Depot site imposes a
further significant constraint. As a result of the highway infrastructure requirements of Option A, an
acceptable gradient cannot be achieved. Option B that provides more modest highway infrastructure
and Option C, that provides a pedestrian and cycle bridge over the GWM, do achieve acceptable
gradients and can be delivered.



Options B & C generate a greater area for development due to the reduced scale of the highways. As
the highway for option C remains largely at grade, and only a pedestrian / cycle bridge would be
required, the infrastructure costs for this option would be significantly less than the other options
considered.



If NR were to safeguard the additional land, the developable area on the North Pole Depot site would
be significantly reduced. In this scenario it is questionable whether it would be viable to develop the
North Pole Depot site with a full highway access given the additional costs and land take that this
entails.

Saturday Peak
Delay
(s)
4.6
1.9
0.4
2.9
2.2
5.2
6.9
5.0
3.6
3.3
16.3%
104

RFC /
LoS
60.5%
45.5%
30.8%
74.7%
68.7%
62.2%
89.1%
87.4%
52.7%
68.7%

Delay
(s)
3.5
2.6
0.3
3.4
4.0
4.0
10.9
7.3
2.9
2.5
1.0%
96
3.12

3.6



Further to these conclusions only Option B and Option C have been considered in the updated DIFS

Notably due to third party land boundaries and buildings located within close proximity of the junction there

study. The transport strategy for both options B and C are illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3

is limited opportunities to widen the carriageway to create further capacity at this junction. Further to this

respectively below.

the junctions downstream are also constrained, therefore improving traffic flows through this junction

Figure 3.2 Option B – Bus, Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge

would only move traffic to further queues at downstream junctions.
3.7

It is also considered to provide some benefit to restrict capacity at the junction to prevent encouraging new
residents to use the car as their main mode of travel and to promote sustainable travel.

3.8

A review of the junction design therefore concludes that the junction would be adequate to meet the needs
of the development for all scenarios, 1, 2 and 3, subject to a Road Safety Audit.
Kensal Canalside Bridge Location and Ramp Approach Options Study

3.9

Alan Baxter Ltd were appointed by RBKC to study options for the location of a planned bridge over the
Great Western Mainline (GWM) and its associated approach structures. The bridge links the Canalside
site to the north of the tracks with the North Pole Depot site to the south and must accommodate the
significant levels changes between the two sites.

3.10

3.11

The report provided detailed analysis of three options including the following:


Option A – New bridge for all vehicles, pedestrian and cyclists.



Option B – New bridge for bus access and secondary emergency vehicle access, pedestrians and
cyclists only.



Option C – New bridge for pedestrians and cyclists only.

The report reached the following conclusions:


The North Pole Depot site is a narrow site and the potential further safeguarding of land by Network
Rail (NR) would significantly reduce the developable land area. The road bridge options reviewed
place a further constraint on the ability to develop the site due to the technical challenges and cost of
providing the associated ramp structures. A pedestrian and cycle bridge significantly reduce these
costs and allows for simpler phasing of development.

7
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Figure 3.3 Option C –Pedestrian and cycle bridge

Phase

Description

Change to
Bus Routes

Infrastructure
Required

Bridge
required

Freq
(bph)
KC

Freq
(bph)
NP

PVR

Indicative
costs.
infrastructure
only (£000s)

7.5

4

2

500

7.5

5-9

3

500

7.5

10-

6-12

500

be provided if
network was
recast.
2b

Road
connecting
North Pole
site to
Scrubs Lane
and east

Extend route to
KC from west
via NP.

Bus gate, new
stops and two
extra bus
stands in KC

Option B
- Ped /
Cycle

2c

Road
connecting
North Pole
site to
Scrubs Lane
and east

Extend route to
KC from west
via NP at
higher
frequency and
/ or re-route 70
via the bridge.

Bus gate, new
stops and two
extra bus
stands in KC

Option C
– Bus /
Ped /
Cycle

2d

Road
connecting
North Pole
site to
Scrubs Lane
and east

Extend route to
KC from west
via NP at
higher
frequency and
/ or re-route 70
via the bridge
and new route
OOC Park
Royal to
Paddington.

Bus gate, new
stops and two
extra bus
stands in KC

Option C
– Bus /
Ped /
Cycle

Updated bus routing options
3.13

A number of bus routing options have been provided by TfL and include bus infrastructure improvements

3.14

15

Notably the different scenarios proposed for the bus routing options require a different level of

provided over two phases. A description of each phase and four scenarios for bus routing options for

infrastructure to be provided. In addition, for each of the development scenarios, there will be a different

Phase 2 are provided in Table 3.2. The options for each of the phases and scenarios shown in the table

number of bus passenger trips generated.

below are illustrated in Appendix B.

Requirements now

Table 3.2 Summary of bus routing options

3.15
Phase

1

2a

Description

Extension of
road in KC to
the west

Bus access
from Barlby
Road (east)
with a loop
via North
Pole

Change to
Bus Routes

Infrastructure
Required

Extend Route
295 west.
Through routes
would remain
in situ unless
continuous bus
priority
provided.

Relocated bus
stand and
furniture

None (no
suitable routes
to extend and
double running
is unattractive
to through
passengers).
Could possibly

New two bus
stands and
stops

Bridge
required

Option B
- Ped /
Cycle

Option B
- Ped /
Cycle

Freq
(bph)
KC

Freq
(bph)
NP

PVR

7.5

0

1

7.5

0

1

Indicative
costs.
infrastructure
only (£000s)
250

250

Using the mode share calculations from the 2016 DIFS and proposed number of residential units for each
scenario, the predicted development trips have been calculated. The trips are shown per mode for each
scenario on Table 3.3 for the without Crossrail scenario and on Table 3.4 for the with Crossrail scenario
Table 3.3 Development trips by scenario by mode – base case

Mode

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

AM

AM

AM

PM

PM

PM

Underground/metro/light rail/tram/train

753

662

868

740

999

829

Bus, minibus or coach

697

613

804

685

925

767

Taxi

18

16

20

17

23

19

Motorcycle, scooter or moped

34

30

39

33

45

37

467

410

538

459

620

514

24

21

27

23

31

26

Bicycle

151

132

173

148

200

166

On foot

428

376

493

420

568

471

Driving a car or van
Passenger in a car or van
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Mode

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

AM

AM

AM

Other method of travel to work
Total

PM

PM

3.19

PM

For each scenario there will be a varying number of parking spaces required to meet the demand of the
development. The number of required parking spaces for each scenario based on a parking demand of

28

25

33

28

38

31

2,599

2,284

2,996

2,553

3,448

2,860

0.4 per residential unit7 is shown on Table 3.6 below.
3.20

For the ‘with Crossrail’ sensitivity, due to the demand on car travel being approximately 27.8% less based
on modal shift for car travel to train, the number of parking spaces has been reduced accordingly.

Table 3.4 Development trips by scenario by mode - with Crossrail sensitivity

Table 3.6 Parking demand for by scenario, and including with Crossrail sensitivity

Mode

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

AM

AM

AM

Underground/metro/light rail/tram/train

PM

PM

Base case

PM

1,222

1073

1,408

1,200

1,621

1,344

468

411

539

460

621

515

Taxi

26

23

30

26

34

29

Motorcycle, scooter or moped

26

23

30

26

34

29

338

297

389

332

448

372

26

23

30

26

34

29

Bicycle

182

160

210

179

241

200

On foot

286

251

330

281

379

315

26

23

30

26

34

29

2,599

2,284

2,996

2,553

3,448

2,860

Bus, minibus or coach

Driving a car or van
Passenger in a car or van

Other method of travel to work
Total

With Crossrail sensitivity

Scenario 1

1,400

1,011

Scenario 2

1,680

1,213

Scenario 3

2,000

1,444

Implications of Crossrail
3.21

With Crossrail implemented there will be an expected mode shift with a higher % of people travelling by
train, over other modes of travel. The trip generation shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 have been compared
and the difference is shown for each scenario in Table 3.7.

3.22

Notably with the introduction of Crossrail, the largest impact will be less demand on buses, walking and
driving a car. If Crossrail was introduced, it would also be recommended to reduce the number of car
parking spaces to encourage sustainable modes of travel.

3.16

As discussed in the previous section, Project Centre consider that the junction improvements proposed

Table 3.7 Difference in trips by mode between the base case and with Crossrail sensitivity

provide the optimum highway layout within the constraints that exist surrounding the junctions. The
highway improvements proposed would therefore be the same for all three scenarios.

Mode
3.17

implemented. The costs implications in terms of contributions required for TfL to provide a new bus to be
added to an existing network are £450,000 per bus, based on £90,000 per year for a period of five years.
3.18

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

AM

AM

AM

The impact on buses vary between the scenarios for both the without and with Crossrail being

Underground/metro/light rail/tram/train

Based on a capacity of 70 people per bus, Table 3.5 indicates the contribution required to cater for

Bus, minibus or coach

increased bus patronage for each scenario.

Taxi

Table 3.5 Bus contribution for each scenario

Motorcycle, scooter or moped
Driving a car or van

Development scenario

No. of bus passengers
(peak hour)

No. of new
buses required

Indicative cost
(£000s)

Passenger in a car or van

Without Crossrail
Scenario 1

697

10

4,500

Scenario 2

804

12

5,400

Scenario 3

925

14

6,300

Scenario 1

468

7

3,150

Scenario 2

539

8

3,600

Scenario 3

621

9

4,050

With Crossrail

PM

PM

PM

469

412

540

460

622

516

-229

-202

-264

-225

-304

-253

8

7

10

8

11

9

-8

-7

-9

-8

-10

-9

-129

-113

-149

-127

-171

-142

2

2

3

2

3

3

Bicycle

31

28

36

31

42

35

On foot

-142

-125

-164

-139

-188

-156

-2

-2

-3

-2

-3

-3

Other method of travel to work

Requirements and costs
3.23

There are several different ways the transport measures can be packaged up to accommodate the
different proposed development scenarios.

3.24

For all options, both with and without Crossrail, the proposed junction improvements will be required. Even
with reduced trips it would still be recommended to update the junctions of Ladbroke Grove with Canal
Way and Kensal Street with the proposed layout shown in Figure 3.1. The costs for highway
improvements are therefore consistent across all options.

7
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3.25

Changes

There are a few options for bus infrastructure improvements; however, for the purpose of this assessment
the option with a new bus gate, new bus stops and two extra bus stands in Kensal Canalside, has been

3.33

proposed for all scenarios.
3.26

delivered as part of a standard development cost and externals budget.

The impact on bus contributions is based on the proposed demand for buses, which varies across all

3.34

scenarios and options for with and without Crossrail.
3.27

A range of utilities infrastructure is required, above those which would ordinarily be expected to be

The original DIFS identified the main issues as follows.


Electricity: a new primary substation (33kv) and high voltage distribution network is required. We
noted that any future masterplan or SPD should consider specifically allocating space for this
infrastructure. There is limited spare capacity in the electricity network, according to UKPN.

consistent across all options.



Potable water: offsite upgrade required to the water main.

The high costs associated with the cycling improvements include a new Quietway Route proposal linking



Gas: a pressure reducing station and diversion required.

towpath, with a total estimated cost of £8.8m.



Drainage strategy: foul and surface water network required.

The only rail costs included are the with and without Crossrail station added. No further costs have been



Energy centre and heat network requirements see the need for a single energy centre serving the
development. We have costed for a primary heat pipework and primary substations.



Telecoms assume that an external provider will deliver up-to-date telecoms networks to nil developer
cost.



Waste. We have made a small allowance for contribution to waste facilities elsewhere, but have not
assumed that facilities are delivered on site.

Cycling and pedestrian infrastructure improvements would be proposed for all scenarios, to encourage
sustainable active travel. The costs associated with pedestrian and cycling improvements are therefore

3.28

North West London with Central London via Harrow Road, Ladbroke Grove or the Grand Union Canal

3.29

added for any upgrades to the existing train or underground network; this was the approach applied in the
previous DIFS.
3.30

There are two options proposed for the bridge over the rail line. Option B provides a larger bridge that can
accommodate buses, emergency vehicles and pedestrians and cyclists, whereas Option C is for
pedestrians and cyclists only. Either bridge option could be implemented in both the with and without
Crossrail scenarios and therefore a cost has been provided for both.

3.31

Requirements now

A summary of the transport costs is shown in Table 3.8.

3.35

Table 3.8 Total costs for each transport mode (£000s)

Category
Bus infrastructure
Bus services
Cycling
Highways
Rail (Crossrail/
Overground)
Underground
Walking
Bridge Option B
Bridge Option C
Total – Bridge
Option B
Total – Bridge
Option C

The principles of these findings remain valid, and unlike the previous study because the whole site comes
forward in each scenario, the variation between the scenarios is more limited.

Without Crossrail

With Crossrail

3.36

As part of the Alan Baxter study on the new railway bridge, it was identified that sewer running across the

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

North Pole depot and under the GWM would need to be relocated. This has been factored into the study

£500
£4,500
£9,878
£8,496
n/a

£500
£5,400
£9,882
£8,496
n/a

£500
£6,300
£9,886
£8,496
n/a

£500
£3,150
£9,878
£8,496
£150,000

£500
£3,600
£9,882
£8,496
£150,000

£500
£4,050
£9,886
£8,496
£150,000

as a new cost.

n/a
£15,962
£27,000
£11,000
£50,336

n/a
£15,962
£27,000
£11,000
£51,240

n/a
£15,962
£27,000
£11,000
£52,144

n/a
£15,962
£27,000
£11,000
£198,986

n/a
£15,962
£27,000
£11,000
£199,440

n/a
£15,962
£27,000
£11,000
£199,894

£66,336

£67,240

£68,144

£214,986

£215,440

£215,894

Utilities

3.37

It should be noted that because there is no current masterplan for the site, it has been necessary to retain
some of the assumptions that underpinned the previous DIFS in terms of calculating new network lengths
e.g. heat network and drainage based on a potential future layout of the site.

3.38

The previous DIFS concluded that it would not be practicable to include on-site waste recycling, primarily
because of the implications on land budget. This remains the case and while we note that Policy CA1
includes provision on site, we do not have any evidence that this is possible and therefore continue to
assume an off-site contribution.
Requirements and costs

3.39

The utilities costs for each scenario are summarised below, with the most significant item being the
electricity infrastructure which is phased early in the development to bring power to the site.
Table 3.9 Utilities costs by scenario (£000s)

3.32

We have reviewed the utility requirements considering combined heat and power, electricity, gas,
telecommunications, water and sewerage and waste.
CHP and heat network
Electricity
Gas

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£12,562
£12,910
£500

£14,104
£13,130
£515

£15,866
£13,390
£525
10
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Potable water
Sewerage, drainage and
SUDS
Telecoms
Waste
Total

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£500
£5,500

£550
£5,550

£600
£5,600

£300
£1,750
£34,022

£350
£2,100
£36,299

£400
£2,500
£38,881

3.45

Emergency services: Population growth would not be enough to require new provision of emergency
services outright. Instead, in this DIFS we assume some funding from development to fund extensions or
improvements to existing fire brigade and ambulance infrastructure in response to population growth.
Police infrastructure has not been included.

3.46

Primary healthcare: We expect approximately the same level of provision for every scenario, in which a
single GP practice would be required towards the end of the DIFS period. When we assessed the number
of GPs required for each scenario, the range was between 5 – 7. A requirement for 6 GPs is around the

Social infrastructure

point where we would consider a new practice to become reasonable. This is a departure from the
previous DIFS, in which we would have expected a range of provision by scenario, delivered through

3.40

We have undertaken a partial review of social infrastructure, taking into account, where relevant, new

extensions to existing practices in the area. Costs are for a new practice and are therefore the same in

population estimates. This includes education, primary healthcare, open space, play space, sports &

each scenario. They do not include land costs and we have not assumed whether this GP practice would

leisure, community facilities, and emergency services. We have updated the population profile and our

be delivered on or off-site. We note that any future masterplan or SPG should consider specifically

understanding of the demographic implications of each scenario. We have relied on information and other

allocating space for this infrastructure.

assumptions contained within the original version of the DIFS where we have not been able to confirm
new assumptions.
3.41

3.47

(although of course sports and leisure spaces are not solely used by children). Regarding play space, we

Community Facilities: We have considered flexible social infrastructure for community use based on

have assumed that facilities for children under 5 is included in typical development costs and located

growth in the number of dwellings for each scenario. We estimate a need for three or four 500sqm

within development sites. We have made separate costings for play and sports provision for children of

community spaces, delivered in the second half of the DIFS period. Each scenario would have differing

ages 5-11 and 12-17, as a level of this provision is necessarily located outside development parcels within

requirements. For libraries we have assumed extensions proportionate to population growth delivered

public amenity spaces. Delivery is assumed to be throughout the course of the development being built

towards the end of the DIFS period, and contributions towards library provision at a standard £/sqm rate.

out, so we have phased costs proportionately according to the phasing of dwellings.

We acknowledge that community facilities come in multiple sizes and that the needs they serve are
increasingly diverse, often co-located with libraries, adult education, sports spaces, and so on, which

3.48

basis that a new masterplan would allocate similar levels of public open space. We have therefore kept

consider specifically allocating space for this infrastructure with consideration of the differing spatial needs

the names, approximate levels of provision, and costs the same.

required under each scenario.

Requirements and costs

Education: We have looked at state education at two main levels, primary and secondary. Primary
includes nursery places, and secondary includes sixth form. Using the GLA Calculator we have assessed

Open space: Open space in the original DIFS was tied to specific open spaces identified in the 2013
masterplan. This masterplan is no longer relevant, but on the advice of RBKC we have proceeded on the

serves to create greater efficiencies in service delivery. We note that any future masterplan or SPG should

3.42

Play space, sports & leisure: This social infrastructure type is driven by estimated child yield populations

3.49

Table 3.10 summarises the social infrastructure costs for the categories described in each of the three

the child yield for each scenario. We have applied discounts to the child yield in order to account for extra-

development scenarios.

borough migration for schooling, private provision, and sixth form continuance rates. We have also offset

Table 3.10 Social infrastructure costs by scenario (£000s)

estimated demand for school places against forthcoming school expansion projects, and used their highlevel costings, provided by RBKC.
3.43

Children at primary school level in the OA would fill the capacity created by extensions and so 100% of
these costs have been incorporated into the DIFS. These extensions are those at Barlby primary school,
St Francis de Assisi primary, and Oxford Gardens primary. To differing levels, each scenario would also
require additional school provision. Scenarios 1 and 2 would require 0.5-1 FE extensions, while Scenario
3 would require a new 2 FE school.

3.44

Children at secondary level would not require extensions additional to those that are already proposed at
two local secondary schools, Kensington Aldridge Academy and All Saints Catholic College. Each

Community Facilities
Education
Emergency Services
Primary healthcare
Play space, sports &
leisure
Open space
Total

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£7,319
£10,787
£1,188
£5,691
£7,363

£7,583
£13,746
£1,470
£5,691
£8,836

£9,886
£15,463
£1,702
£5,691
£10,528

£3,600
£35,948

£3,600
£40,926

£3,600
£46,870

expansion is assumed to cost £3m. We have assessed the extent to which capacity created by these
extensions would be filled by OA children in each scenario, and apportioned costs accordingly (38% for
the Scenario 1, 46% for Scenario 2, and 54% for Scenario 3).
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4

with Carter Jonas relevant experience. As well as the physical and design costs, the costs include

Contributions and funding streams

allowances to reflect:


The Benchmark Land Value of the existing asset. There are a wide range of permutations for this
variable - in order to make progress, we have assumed a central value, even though there could be a
margin of error in practice.

development of the ‘scheme’ (at three different density levels) at the Kensal Canalside site.



A reasonable level of profit to the developer, required to reflect risk.

These developer contributions are required to recover the upfront infrastructure cost requirements of the

Summary results

Introduction
4.1

4.2

The chapter sets out the level of developer contributions that we estimate to be available through

site. These infrastructure costs relate to items which:

4.3



Are difficult to isolate to individual landownerships.



Produce ‘externalities’ to individual landownership areas and/ or the overall site.

4.10

compliant8 tenure split of 70% social rent and 30% intermediate housing is illustrated in Table 4.1. This
shows that, other than for Scenario 1, the scheme is viable at 35% affordable housing.
Table 4.1 Potential surplus/ deficit (£m) 9

This seeks to quantify the level of developer contributions that could be generated (capped at the cost of
the upfront infrastructure) while still ensuring that the respective scheme is viable and deliverable. There
are various methods by which this could happen: Section 106, Section 278 (which collects for certain

Affordable
housing

types of road infrastructure) and as part of agreements between the landowners. The Kensal Canalside
site is exempt from Borough Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), but a similar mechanism could be used
to capture contributions.
4.4

4.11

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

25%

£105

£175

£245

35%

-£35

£5

£45

As a sensitivity, the table sets out the potential surplus or deficit if 50% affordable housing were to be

Consideration of the various mechanisms that could be used to capture developer contributions are set

delivered on the North Pole depot which is in public ownership and therefore subject to the Mayor’s

out later in this section. This will need to progress as the shape of the future development becomes

Affordable Housing and Viability SPG’s and December 2020 Publication London Plan’s requirement for

clearer.

the potential for 50% affordable housing to be pursued 10.
Table 4.2 Potential surplus/ deficit (£m) 11 - sensitivity 1

Viability testing approach
4.5

The surplus/deficit for the respective scenarios at varied levels of affordable housing with a policy-

We have used a financial viability appraisal model to calculate the amount of developer funding that could

Affordable
housing

be available after other policy costs are met (at varying levels of affordable housing delivery) including

25%

Mayoral CIL, the landowner receives compensation for the value of its land and the developer achieves a

35%

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£15

£60

£110

-£90

-£60

-£35

reasonable return.
4.12
4.6

The same requirement does not apply to the land to the north of the railway line and because Table 4.2

The assumptions made within the financial viability appraisal model are set out in Appendix B. There is

shows that for 35% affordable housing, the whole site is not viable, we have not modelled a sensitivity

currently no masterplanned scheme for the site and we are therefore considering hypothetical schemes at

which envisages 50% across the whole site.

3 different density levels.
4.13
4.7

4.8

again with affordable housing fixed at 50%. This shows that 50% affordable is not viable on the North

Net Development Value, setting this off against Total Development Costs.

Pole part of the site.

Net Development Value is the value of the completed development scheme. A property market

Table 4.3 Potential surplus/ deficit (£m)12 – sensitivity 2 (North Pole only)

assessment was carried out which analysed comparable residential and commercial schemes, and

4.9

For completeness, we have also modelled a sensitivity in Table 4.3 which just shows the North Pole,

The financial viability appraisal is based on the scheme (at the different density levels) and calculates the

prevailing sales and rental values and yields. This is supplemented with Carter Jonas’ experience working

Affordable
housing

with private developers, site sales and advising on development sites.

50%

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

-£80

-£85

-£90

Total Development Costs includes all the costs to design, construct and deliver the scheme, but excluding
the upfront infrastructure costs highlighted above. Build costs are sourced from benchmark data, along

8
9

RBKC Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning Document

11

Rounded to nearest £5m

Rounded to nearest £5m

12

Rounded to nearest £5m

10

Para. 2.33
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4.14

This underlines the impact of the higher policy requirement attached to the land in public ownership on the

Corporation is to receive £250m to develop site infrastructure and enable the development of the 1,600-

overall viability of the site, and that, as a whole, the site will struggle to reach a policy compliant level of

acre site.

affordable housing.

4.15

4.23

The principle behind much of the available funding is the need to address ‘market failure’; the scheme

Delivery of the scheme

would need to show this and illustrate why it required public sector funding to enable it to come forward.

The site has three principal landowners who control distinct land parcels. Two of those landowners

critical to delivering the units envisaged, there are bids to Government on wider areas which have been

(National Grid and Sainsbury’s) have development partners in place (St William and Ballymore

successful (e.g. Old Oak Common). Kensal Canalside has many attributes (and underlying viability

Whilst these programmes are typically aimed at individual sites where the infrastructure is deemed to be

respectively) while the Department for Transport does not currently have a development partner. While

challenge at policy compliant affordable housing levels) which could make a bid successful if the ‘right’

there are shared upfront infrastructure costs (hence the need for a DIF study) which impact across these

fund was in place as the scheme progresses.

distinct land parcels, schemes on the individual land parcels can be developed separately.

Greater London Authority funds for infrastructure

4.16

The landowners may collaborate further as their respective scheme designs take shape.

4.17

Elements within the shared upfront infrastructure costs are pre-requisites for development to commence -

short-term funding opportunities which could be used to pay for infrastructure, specifically

and/ or advance past a certain point - on some land parcels. This necessitates that the landowners (and/



Good Growth Fund (running from March 2017 to 2021, funding options include capital grants of up to
£5m for place-shaping and repayable grants of between £50,000-£2m for civic infrastructure); and



Liveable Neighbourhood (£10m available for funding projects to improve physical connections and
public realm).

4.24

As well as Central Government funding programmes, the Greater London Authority (GLA) has a series of

or through their development partner) have some control over (and relationship with) the party undertaking
the works and its timing. Indeed, for some of the infrastructure items it may be most efficient for individual
development partner to undertake the work with agreements between them to equalise costs (e.g. Section
106).
4.25

We have not looked at these bidding options in detail.

Funding of upfront infrastructure
New Homes Bonus
4.18

As shown in Table 4.1, at 35% affordable housing, the scheme is not viable so does not generate any

4.26

surplus which can be used to fund upfront infrastructure. At 25% affordable housing provision, a surplus of

New Homes Bonus is not a reliable source of infrastructure funding, so is not assumed to be funding
infrastructure here.

up to £110m is generated which can be used to fund upfront infrastructure requirements.
4.27
4.19

The aim of the New Homes Bonus was to encourage Local Authorities to grant planning permissions for

Where insufficient funding is available directly from the landowners/ developers of the scheme, other

the building of new houses in return for additional revenue. Local Authorities are not obliged to use the

funding stream options will need to be considered. This environment is very fast moving, meaning that

bonus funding for housing development. Local Authorities now have the flexibility on how to spend the

these funding streams can change rapidly.

grant and it does not necessarily have to be on infrastructure, therefore it is unlikely this will be their main

Mainstream RBKC and GLA funding for infrastructure

priority, and this funding stream cannot be relied on. It does not directly fund infrastructure and the returns
which can be generated from it in future appear uncertain.

4.20

This is the only area within the Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea which is exempt from the
Innovative funding sources

Borough’s CIL charge. [Without exploring the detailed evidence] for this, it likely reflects both the viability
challenges of the site and the scale of infrastructure that the site itself needs. Therefore, the site’s ability to

Business rate retention, Enterprise Zones and Tax Incremental Financing (TIF)

obtain funding from the proceeds of the CIL charge are highly unlikely. We are not aware that any of the

Business rate retention is currently being used – with and without Enterprise Zones

upfront infrastructure requirements of this site are set out within the Council’s infrastructure schedule
which can use CIL payments.
4.28
4.21

Mayoral CIL is payable on this site and is forecast to be £20-29m depending on the housing density level.

of funding new infrastructure. This has been done successfully (in terms of part funding total infrastructure

This money is used for London wider infrastructure (e.g. Crossrail) and is not available for funding

costs) in London whereby, in 2010, Transport for London (TfL) and the Mayor of London introduced a 2p

infrastructure on sites such as this.

direct levy on non-domestic properties with a rateable value over £55,000 to help pay for Crossrail. It was
expected to contribute around £4.1 billion although we understand there has been a shortfall.

Central Government funds for infrastructure
4.22

Programmes change from time to time. The most recent example is the Housing Infrastructure Fund

Capturing some or all of business rates generated within a defined area is an increasingly common means

4.29

A major focus with the various models for retaining business rates is Enterprise Zones. These were set up

where circa £5 billion of funding (much of it grant) has been made available for Local Authorities to bid for

in 2012 by the UK government; geographical areas with a range of incentives to help to build or grow

funding which will enable homes to come forward. For instance, the Old Oak Common Development

businesses, including simplified planning and tax relief. Currently, Enterprise Zones have a commercial
focus rather than being aimed at improving housing supply. The scheme includes a limited amount (just
13
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over 10,000 square metres) of employment space which means that this is unlikely to be a solution for this

4.37

site.

funding is used.

Authorities can borrow against the business rate income stream in a TIF
4.30

4.38

efforts have typically relied upon special circumstances (i.e. the GLA as the developer or owner of land)

For each development there is a bid process for funding, and there are not many restrictions on the
funding. However, payment will be split 50:50 either at land acquisition stage and start on site stage or

Typically, through the use of TIF, municipalities divert future property tax revenue increases from a

start on site stage and practical completion stage.

defined area of district towards an economic development project or public improvement project. These

4.31

This is a scheme-by-scheme approach, rather than a strategic funding source. We have not assumed that

4.39

In this context, London Affordable Homes Programme funding could assist in ensuring policy compliant

that may be difficult to replicate.

levels of affordable housing can be delivered where viability is challenged meeting policy levels as well as

If business rates could be retained, then this would open a major new funding stream for infrastructure –

the upfront infrastructure requirements. This is however likely to be on a site by site rather than
overarching strategic level.

but we have not counted this as a funding source in this study, given that a large amount of additional
work would be needed before this approach could be confidently recommended.

4.40

Much of the upfront infrastructure for the scheme is interlinked with the development of the housing and
therefore the link between the landowner/ developer and the party which undertakes the infrastructure

Stamp Duty capture

works needs to be strong and clear (to ensure that the lack of infrastructure does not delay development).
London First has suggested local capture of SDLT to help fund infrastructure
4.32

Given this, it would seem sensible for the infrastructure works to be undertaken by one/ a collective of the
developers of the site through a Section 106 agreement. There is a case that the north and south sides of

Stamp Duty capture is a relatively new funding proposal which would allow revenues from Stamp Duty

the railway line could come forward independently if an appropriate legal mechanism could be developed

Land Tax (SDLT) to be collected for a specified period in a certain location. Ring-fencing SDLT is

to share the costs of the railway bridge.

identified by London First as an alternative means for pooling funds to capture value uplifts accruing to
development.

4.41

The consequence of this upfront cost being put onto developers is that the quantum of affordable housing
provided will be reduced. To maximise and enhance the quantum of affordable housing, the following

This funding source is not available to Local Authorities now, so we have not counted it in this study

funding streams could be pursued:
4.33



Individual bids for a mixture of Government and London specific infrastructure funding can be
pursued, albeit this is likely to be in a piecemeal fashion as the scheme comes forward and the type
of funding available changes

In the longer term, it could be on the agenda to see local authorities be able to retain all or part of the



Utility and other commercial funding for infrastructure

increase in SDLT receipts which can be attributed to their own direct investment (in this case, the



Affordable Homes Programme

Currently, these funds are pooled with the HM Revenue & Customs and therefore it is difficult for Local
Authorities to create a direct mechanism to share in the growth that would come from SDLT receipts
based on infrastructure upgrades. We have therefore not included it as a funding source in this study.

4.34

infrastructure which can deliver up to 5,000 new homes). RBKC and the GLA may choose to lobby for
some form of SDLT retention in future.

4.42

provide significant funding.

Affordable Homes Programme
Grant can go to increase the numbers of affordable homes produced

In the longer term, SDLT retention would clearly be beneficial to a Local Authority like RBKC and could

4.43

Through this work, we cannot advise on the nature of individual Section 106 deals or CIL allocations. It is
not possible to be certain of these categorisations. There will undoubtedly be debate, and this report

4.35

4.36

In London, the GLA administers the Affordable Homes Programme alongside the National Affordable

cannot provide a definitive answer. Consequently, we cannot make definitive statements of how available

Housing Programme (which aims to increase the supply of new affordable homes in London).

funding should be sought from individual landowners. Much will depend on individual circumstances and

The GLA uses the £3.15 billion of funding for low-cost rent, London Living Rent (set at 35% of local
wages) and shared ownership units through three different routes:





The Approved Provider route – with a single set grant rate for London Affordable Rent at or below the
benchmarks and a different set grant rate to increase the level of affordable home provided on
Section 106 sites.

the individual development deal arrived at.

Summary
The scenarios for schemes at Kensal Canalside show that no surplus is generated to fund upfront
infrastructure requirements under a policy compliant level of affordable housing provision;

The Developer-led route – with a single grant rate to increase the level of affordable homes provided
on Section 106 sites.

however, in the higher growth scenarios, there is potential for a surplus of up to £110m which

Negotiated grant rates mainly for supported and specialised housing, and for London Affordable Rent
at levels above the benchmarks.

surplus), the overall quantum of the surplus could be impacted (e.g. it may increase borrowing costs).

could go to funding infrastructure. Depending on the timing of any developer contribution (utilising any
Depending on the scale of upfront infrastructure costs, the scheme will not be viable without
additional infrastructure (or affordable housing) funding.
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Figure 5.1 Gross infrastructure costs by broad infrastructure category (£000s) Scenario 1

Findings
Infrastructure requirements and costs
In the base case, infrastructure costs range between £115m to £132m

5.1

Realising the vision for Kensal Canalside will require co-ordinated infrastructure delivery between local
authorities, state agencies (Network Rail and Transport for London), landowners, developers and utility
companies.

5.2

Adding the total cost of this infrastructure together gives us a gross cost figure. This is summarised in
Table 5.1 below. Gross infrastructure costs include all known items required to deliver development in and
around Kensal Canalside. The Crossrail station is not included in these and is treated as a sensitivity to
the base case.
Table 5.1 Estimated gross infrastructure costs by infrastructure category (£000s) in all scenarios

Category
Social Infrastructure
(by Type)

Transport
(by Category)

Utilities
(by Type)

Total

Type
Community Facilities
Education
Emergency Services
Primary Healthcare
Sports & Leisure
Bus Infrastructure
Bus Services
Cycling
Highways
Parking
Underground
Walking
CHP and heat network
Electricity
Gas
Potable water
Sewerage, drainage and
SUDS
Telecoms
Waste

Scenario 1
£7,319
£10,787
£1,188
£5,691
£10,964
£500
£4,500
£9,878
£19,496
£0
£0
£15,962
£12,562
£12,910
£500
£500
£5,500

Scenario 2
£7,583
£13,746
£1,470
£5,691
£12,437
£500
£5,400
£9,882
£19,496
£0
£0
£15,962
£14,104
£13,130
£515
£550
£5,550

Scenario 3
£9,885
£15,463
£1,702
£5,691
£14,120
£500
£6,300
£9,886
£19,496
£0
£0
£15,962
£15,866
£13,390
£525
£600
£5,600

£300
£1,750
£120,308

£350
£2,100
£128,466

£400
£2,500
£137,886

Source: Stantec
Figure 5.2 Gross infrastructure costs by broad infrastructure category (£000s) Scenario 2

Source: Stantec
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Figure 5.3 Gross infrastructure costs by broad infrastructure category (£000s) Scenario 3

Figure 5.4 Infrastructure costs detail – scenario 1 (£000s)

Source: Stantec

5.3

Figure 5.4 adds further detail to the infrastructure costs presented above. We have presented information
for Scenario 1 only. This shows that a small number of large projects account for a large proportion of the
infrastructure costs.

5.4

Table 5.2 explores this point further. We show the ‘big ticket’ items for Scenario 1 (base case). In this,
the ten biggest projects account for around three quarters of the total costs.
Table 5.2 “Big ticket” projects – the top 10 project costs (gross infrastructure requirement) for Scenario 1
Project
New road and pedestrian bridge (over GWML)

5.5

Cost (£000s)

% of total cost
£11,000

9%

Grand Union Canal

£8,789

7%

Cycle Routes - Quietway

£8,789

7%

Extensions to primary schools - already planned and new
proposed extensions, potential new primary school

£8,500

7%

HV cable network from existing MSS to the site

£8,500

7%

Energy centre

£6,681

5%

Flexible co-located public and third sector service delivery
buildings, adult learning and skills centre, customer
contact points.

£6,000

5%

Primary health care facilities, generic GP surgery
extension

£5,691

5%

North Pole sewer diversion

£5,000

4%

Primary heat pipework

£4,854

4%

The picture is broadly similar for the other scenarios, although the social infrastructure implications of a
higher population increases the relative proportion of costs.
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Cost-engineering larger schemes could reduce infrastructure costs
5.6

Scenario 3
Up to £110,000

£35,582

£36,020

£36,884

£300

£350

£400

Other funding sought (£000s)

nil

nil

nil

Innovative funding

nil

nil

nil

-£161,224 to
-£56,224

-£137,584 to
-£17,584

-£119,429 to
£25,571

create costs. Cutting infrastructure costs might mean cause sales values to fall. This might not improve

Direct Developer delivery assumed (£000s)

the viability position. In these circumstances, cutting infrastructure costs would be a false economy.

MUSCO/ESCO/utility funding assumed
(£000s)

As set out in Section 4, the site becomes viable when affordable housing is set at between 25-35% (with

Funding gap (-) /surplus

50% assumed on the North Pole site). Funding of up to £110m has been identified depending on the
affordable housing level and scenario chosen.
5.8

Scenario 2
Up to £80,000

would have to be carried out carefully, because good quality infrastructure can raise values, as well as

Cost-engineering larger projects might yield substantial savings, but we caution that that this process

Infrastructure funding
5.7

Scenario 1
Up to £15,000

Developer contributions (S106/S278)
available (£000s) at 25-35% affordable
housing

Source: Stantec/Carter Jonas

The infrastructure funding analysed in the course of this study is as follows.


Funding from mainstream public sources. We have assessed the potential availability of mainstream
public funding to pay for the infrastructure requirements resulting from the growth.



Infrastructure assumed to be provided through developer contributions (e.g. S106/278). This
represents the value of developer contributions that viability testing has indicated will be available
from development, under the various affordable housing policy conditions described.

5.11

We have set out below a sensitivity which applies a blanket level of affordable housing across the site and
does not include the higher 50% affordable on the North Pole as a public sector land. This shows that
even with the whole site set to 35% affordable housing, there is still a funding gap; however, under all



scenarios, accepting less than 35% will close this gap in overall terms.
Table 5.4 Estimated headline costs and funding, showing funding gap/ surplus (developer contributions at 25-35% affordable14 housing) (£000s)

Funding assumed from utility companies. We have assessed the instances when we believe that
utility companies, MUSCOs or ESCOs will be able to contribute to paying for infrastructure.

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£120,308

£128,466

£137,886

Social infrastructure

£35,949

£40,926

£46,861

Transport

£50,336

£51,240

£52,144

Utilities

£34,022

£36,299

£38,881

Up to £154,084

Up to £225,882

Up to £298,457

£13,202

£14,512

£16,172

Up to £105,000

Up to £175,000

Up to £245,000

£35,582

£36,020

£36,884

£300

£350

£400

Other funding sought (£000s)

nil

nil

nil

Innovative funding

nil

nil

nil

-£106,224 to
£33,776

-£72,584 to
£97,416

-£39,429 to
£160,571

Total infrastructure cost
comprised of

5.9

Scenario 1

We reviewed funding from innovative sources, but we have made no presumptions about funding being
available from these sources at this stage. The previous section identified the funding available under the
different affordable scenarios considers.

Total identified infrastructure funding
comprised of

Putting costs and funding together

Mainstream funding assumed (£000s)
Developer contributions (S106/S278)
available (£000s) at 25-35% affordable
housing

Depending on affordable housing requirements, there is a funding gap of up to £161m or a surplus
of up to £25m

Direct Developer delivery assumed (£000s)

5.10

While there is a large funding gap, it should be borne in mind that this plan runs until 2030, and the current

MUSCO/ESCO/utility funding assumed
(£000s)

trajectory for the site envisages that delivery will continue beyond the plan period. Assuming a start year
of 2022, that equates to a funding gap of up to £161m, or at the lower (non-policy compliant) level of
affordable housing, a surplus of up to £25m.
Table 5.3 Estimated headline costs and funding, showing funding gap/ surplus (developer contributions at 25-35% affordable13 housing) (£000s)
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£120,308

£128,466

£137,886

Social infrastructure

£35,949

£40,926

£46,861

Transport

£50,336

£51,240

£52,144

policy compliance as its starting point and therefore sets the North Pole affordable provision to 50%, as

Utilities

£34,022

£36,299

£38,881

pert Table 5.3.

Up to £64,084

Up to £110,882

Up to £163,457

£13,202

£14,512

£16,172

Total infrastructure cost
comprised of

Total identified infrastructure funding
comprised of

13

Funding gap (-) /surplus

Mainstream funding assumed (£000s)

North Pole at 50% affordable. Tenure mix of 70/30 SR/intermediate applied

Source: Stantec/Carter Jonas

5.12

14

However, this does not represent a policy compliant position; the forthcoming analysis on cashflow takes

North Pole at 50% affordable. Tenure mix of 70/30 SR/intermediate applied
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Figure 5.6 Cumulative funding gap (35% affordable housing)

Cashflow
5.13

For the purpose of this study, the figures set out in the above analysis reflect the funds that will be
available at the completion of respective landowners’ holdings. If these funds are sought earlier than the
completion of respective landowners’ schemes then this will have an impact on the overall level of surplus
(depending on the finance and funding arrangements).

5.14

The chart below shows the infrastructure cashflow situation. It is important to be clear that this is not an
individual developer’s cashflow for a development. Rather, it is a simple view of the total infrastructure
costs at the Kensal development set against the available funding.

5.15

The figure below models the funding gap for the policy compliant affordable housing sensitivity (35%
comprising 70% social rent and 30% intermediate) for the two higher density scenarios. There is already
a viability deficit before infrastructure costs are taken into account at 35% affordable housing15 in Scenario
1.
Figure 5.5 Funding gap (35% affordable housing)

5.17

We used our work to look at particular cost and funding ‘pinch points’ – for example, the times where upfront infrastructure requirements and costs run ahead of funding. This shows that while in overall terms
the scheme is viable, there are significant funding pressures early in the development, associated with the
upfront cost of site-wide infrastructure which results in a large funding gap. Further, the issue persists for
the non-policy compliant sensitivity of 30% affordable housing16. The following chart therefore shows the
situation at 25% affordable housing, still with the North Pole site fixed at 50%, at the highest level of
growth, the scheme is positive.
Figure 5.7 Cumulative funding gap sensitivity (25% affordable housing)

5.16

The following chart presents this gap on a cumulative basis.

5.18

The original DIFS found that ‘the success of delivering the vision will, to a large degree, depend on the
ability to deliver the infrastructure required in the first five to 10 years. One of the fundamental
requirements therefore is that the necessary funding is in place to pay for infrastructure required in the

15

North Pole fixed at 50% affordable

16

North Pole fixed at 50%
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short term’. This principle still holds, albeit because Crossrail is excluded from the base case, the scale of
the gap is less significant and the external pressures imposed by track availability to construct a station
are less relevant.
5.19

This will change with the phasing of development e.g. if annual delivery is lower than anticipated (the
development takes longer to complete than currently envisaged, this may slow some costs e.g. social
infrastructure. However, because much of the infrastructure is needed to open up the site for
development, the fundamental principle of high upfront costs (and funding gap) is unlikely to change.

Crossrail sensitivity
5.20

As set out Section 2, we have not included Crossrail in our base case scenarios. We consider briefly here
what that impact would be on costs and funding if it were to be included.

5.21

The current cost estimate of a new station is £150m (excluding optimism bias). This is significantly higher
than the £100m assumed in the previous study. However, as set out in Section 4, there would be a
reduction in other public transport costs which has to be factored in. The net effect on infrastructure costs
is that they increase from £120-137m to £269-286m.

5.22

The other side to this is the viability inputs. In the 2016 DIFS, a 10-20% uplift on property values was
assumed as a result of a Crossrail station being delivered. The table below, assuming a 12.5% uplift on
values, confirms that under the two higher density scenarios, the scheme does not have an overall funding
gap.
Table 5.5 Estimated headline costs (including a Crossrail station) and funding, showing residual funding gap/surplus (developer contributions at
35% affordable17 housing) (£000s)
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

£268,958

£276,666

£285,636

£35,949

£40,926

£46,861

£198,986

£199,440

£199,894

£34,022

£36,299

£38,881

£194,084

£285,882

£353,457

£13,202

£14,512

£16,172

Developer contributions (S106/S278)
available (£000s) at 35% affordable housing

£145,000

£235,000

£300,000

Direct Developer delivery assumed (£000s)

£35,582

£36,020

£36,884

£300

£350

£400

Other funding sought (£000s)

nil

nil

nil

Innovative funding

nil

nil

nil

-£74,874

£9,216

£67,821

Total infrastructure cost
comprised of

Social infrastructure
Transport
Utilities

Total identified infrastructure funding
comprised of

Mainstream funding assumed (£000s)

MUSCO/ESCO/utility funding assumed
(£000s)

Funding gap (-) /surplus
Source: Stantec/Carter Jonas

17

70/30 SR/intermediate split
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Recommendations for the SPD

6.1

We consider the recommendations in two parts. Firstly, in terms of how the complex pieces of

start running to Old Oak station. We have therefore assumed that it would be constructed between 2023
and 2024; as part of this construction, we would expect that the bridge over the railway line would dbe
integrated into the station design and delivery. This is likely to be well in advance of development
commencing on the North Pole site and would therefore present an additional challenge. However, given

infrastructure might be delivered, and secondly in relation to capturing contributions to fund infrastructure.

the station itself will be a complex project which at present does not have any funding or commitment; in
the event this were to change, it may also accelerate delivery of the North Pole site which would overcome

Delivery
6.2

6.3

While much of the on-site infrastructure identified in this study can be delivered within the current structure

these phasing issues.
6.9

has not been assumed in this update which assumes a greater proportion of the overall housing will be

pursue a joint masterplan on the land to the north of the railway line, there is a notable exception: the

delivered on that site. As set out in Section 3, it is only in the highest growth scenario that a new primary

bridge over the railway line.

school is needed; in the other scenarios, need could be met by improving existing facilities. Instead, the

In part linked to the topography issues identified in the Alan Baxter study, delivery of the bridge is further

cost of primary school provision is calculated as a contribution which the education authority would invest

complicated by the later phasing currently envisaged on the North Pole site. Because the North Pole is

as required as part of a wider, borough-level strategy which has regard to the older age profile of the

not as far advanced in development terms, the podium on which any bridge linking to the northern part of

borough going forward and the expected emergence of surplus places in the medium term.

the site might land appears unlikely to be in place until the late 2020s.
6.4

6.6

6.8

6.10

Since the previous DIFS, the CIL regulations have been amended and came into force in September

traffic congestion obstacle to overcome through the completion of the bridge early in the development

2019. This removes previous pooling restrictions of contributions from more than five S106 agreements.

programme, it does not mean that its early delivery is less important in placemaking terms and bringing

It was the pooling restrictions that informed the previous DIFS’ recommendation that RBKC might consider

about connectivity improvements in the local area.

creating a CIL at Kensal Canalside.

This must be considered carefully though. There is the risk that if a bridge were to be constructed in

6.11

Depending on the level of affordable housing, in most (base case) scenarios, we have found that

advance of a detailed scheme being worked up on the North Pole site, which is already constrained by its

development would generate an overall surplus once the cost of infrastructure has been considered.

configuration as a long, narrow site, that the landing podium and associated ramps could further reduce

Much of this infrastructure will form part of the development itself and could be secured through S106

the developable area if not effectively integrated.

agreement. However, there are phasing issues which indicate that the Council might need to explore
funding streams to cover this temporary shortfall through for example forward funding infrastructure.

If anything, ensuring the bridge is realised early will be important not just to ensure that the wider benefits
are delivered but also to mitigate the risk that, because of risks posed by the complicated land and

6.7

Funding

In some ways, the dilemma is less pressing than under the previous study because the bridge is now
anticipated to be a pedestrian and cycle-only bridge. However, simply because there is not an immediate

6.5

The previous DIFS also assumed that a primary school would be delivered on the North Pole site. This

of landownerships, particularly because we understand that the Ballymore/Sainsbury’s JV are looking to

6.12

As set out in Section 4, there is a case that the land to the north and south of the railway line could come

phasing arrangements, it might not be delivered at all. This is good example of the type of market failure

forward independently if an appropriate legal mechanism could be secured to share the costs of the

that funding streams such as HIF seek to overcome/unlock by providing upfront funding for such items.

bridge. In such a scenario, it is likely that RBKC would have to assume responsibility for delivery of the

We have in Section 4 identified some funding opportunities which could be pursued to unlock this type of

bridge, holding contributions from the northern site until the southern site has reached an appropriate

infrastructure which we consider below.

stage.

We also considered the potential for a multi-modal bridge although this was discounted because it is

6.13

As set out in the Alan Baxter report, the bridge will be critical in placemaking and ensuring that the bridge

reliant on a future link through to Scrubs Lane from Barlby Road which is needed to make routing buses

is designed to increase the permeability of the northern part of the site, as well as linking the existing

through the site viable. We understand that RBKC is in continued discussions with OPDC in relation to

community to the south of Barlby Road into the facilities provided to the north of the railway will be

the potential for this link coming forward; however, there is no evidence at present to suggest that it will

important. The costs within this report have been calculated in advance of the masterplan for the North

come forward within the lifetime of the plan. Should the Scrubs Lane connection come forward in the

Pole site and it is therefore possible that they will shift when a detailed design in developed. It will

future, the lack of multi-modal crossing would not preclude enhancement to the bus network to improve

therefore be important that the legal mechanism adopted by RBKC includes some review clause to close

east-west connections, including the North Pole site.

that gap or that they are willing to finance any additional costs themselves.

All this is under the base case scenario which does not include a new Crossrail station. We understand
that RBKC remains in discussions with Network Rail over the potential to bring the station forward and its
potential is enshrined within the recently adopted Local Plan. This will be something that RBKC should
continue to monitor. While the timing of bridge delivery has yet to be fixed and is likely to happen later in
the delivery of the overall site, should a station come forward, this will need to be in place before services
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Appendix A

Trajectories – Scenarios 2 & 3

Figure A.1 Scenario 2 trajectory

Figure A.2 Scenario 3 trajectory
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Appendix B

Viability testing assumptions
The scheme

Basis of the viability testing
B.9
B.1

B.2

B.3

The purpose of this viability analysis is to support the development of the Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) for Kensal Canalside. This SPD is based on the overall site area and whilst respective
landownerships on the site are a relevant consideration in this, the viability analysis does not:

As already noted, there is currently no masterplan for the site, but rather three housing density levels
(3,500, 4,200 and 5,000 dwellings). To determine a unit mix for these respective density levels, a policy
compliant mix from the RBKC Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning Document has been used
(30% intermediate/ 70% social rent).



Allow for/ consider variations in the contractual relationships between landowners and with
stakeholders

Table B.1 Assumed housing unit mix.



Consider any ‘land equalisation’ across the site




Bedrooms

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Vary construction costs for different areas of the site

1

30% int /
70% SR
1,028

30% int /
70% SR
1,234

30% int /
70% SR
1,469

Include ‘granular’ residential value assumptions and variations for different pockets of the site.

2

946

1,136

1,352

3

926

1,110

1,322

The method followed by Carter Jonas is consistent with:

4+

600

720

857



National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

Total units

3,500

4,200

5,000



Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)



Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) guidance



Financial Viability in Planning - Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors: conduct and reporting (1st
Edition, May 2019).

B.10

Table B.2 Assumed housing unit sizes.

In an amendment to the approach taken in the 2016 DIFS for this site, for the purpose of analysis, the site
has been split by landownership to be analysed and entered in the financial analysis. This is not a
fundamental change with significant impacts on the results but reflects that the 2013 Allies & Morrison
Masterplan is no longer relevant. This approach better reflects how the scheme is likely to be delivered in
three distinct parcels.

B.4

As well as national guidance, the analysis reflects commentary and analysis in the North Pole Depot &
Kensal Gasworks Valuation Study (DTZ, 2014) and the experience of Carter Jonas in analysing viability
on large, infrastructure constrained sites.

B.5

The level of detail in the analysis is clearly less than would be the case for a viability review for a planning
application for the site (say, if it was seeking to justify that it could not viably meet all planning obligations)
reflecting that there is currently no detailed scheme for the site. However, the analysis is more detailed
and bespoke (in terms of abnormal costs and upfront infrastructure costs) than in something more generic
like the London Plan Viability Study (December 2017, updated November 2018).

We have then applied the minimum unit sizes from the draft New London Plan (2019).

Bedrooms

Sq m

Assumed mix of people

1

50

1 bed, 2-person, 1 storey

2

61

2 bed, 3-person, 1 storey

3

86

3 bed, 5-person, 1 storey

4+

99

4 bed, 6-person, 1 storey

Table B.3 Assumed GEA built areas (using a 2% GEA allowance to convert the Gross Internal Area - GIA)

B.11

Scenario 1

340,000 sq m

Scenario 2

410,000 sq m

Scenario 3

480,000 sq m

An 80% allowance has been made to get from the GIA to the Net Internal Area. Some specific
assumptions to note on how the scheme is split between landowners/ developers:

B.6

Carter Jonas has been provided with land remediation costs by Stantec which have been indexed as
appropriate. We understand that Stantec has not been instructed to update their assessments of land
remediation and infrastructure costs items further to their original, 2016 analysis.



The distribution of homes between the National Grid and Sainsbury’s/ Ballymore sites follows the
proportions from the 2016 DIFS.

B.7

This is an assessment as of Q1 2020 with no inflation or growth allowances made.



25% of the units within the scheme will be on the North Pole site.

B.8

For the avoidance of doubt, no advice within this review is to be taken as a Carter Jonas formal opinion of
value. No values referred to in this note are covered by the RICS Global Valuation Standards 2017 (the
RICS ‘Red Book’).



The workspace development is all on the Sainsbury’s/ Ballymore site.
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Table B.4 Indicative unit type residential values

Values
Residential
B.12

B.13

There are limited number of comparable residential schemes in the local area and certainly none that
reflect the scale and step change in the environment that can be achieved at Kensal Canalside. We do not
consider that using average house value by postcode would be a useful measure/ comparable for this site
given the premium that we anticipate for new build schemes, the specific type (apartment) of units being
developed
As of September 2019, the nearest recent apartment scheme (with private unit sales) is Portobello Square
(Phase 2 – Bond Mansions). The scheme was launched in April 2019 with average prices of £1,170 per
square foot (psf). We understand that there have been limited sales to date. We consider this to be too
high a rate to apply to schemes at the site given its scale (and need to hit different market segments) and
unestablished nature.

B.14

Opposite the existing Sainsbury’s on the site at 321-337 Kensal Road, Taylor Wimpey developed circa
145 apartments in 2015. At the time, the average asking price was £1,166 psf.

B.15

To the north of the site, a 56 apartment and 15 town house scheme branded ‘Kensal Rise’ was completed
in 2018, with sales complete in by summer 2019. The average asking price was £850 psf and the average
for known sold prices was £825 psf. We would expect units on the site to trade at a premium to these
rates given the improved environment (through the scale of the Site and infrastructure investments).

B.16

B.17

B.18

B.19

Values are lower to the east of the Site in West Kilburn. A scheme on Caird Street (Maida Hill) was
completed in late 2017 with quoting prices of £850-940 psf. The only two sold prices openly available are
at £743 and £830 psf. This is a very small scheme and considered likely to trade at a discount to the site
given the limited ability to control the immediate environment and the distance from transport links.
Looking further afield at development sites of scale, the phased redevelopment of the former BBC
Television Centre is for 943 units. Phase 1 of the scheme (432 units) was fully completed at the end of
February 2019. While up-to-date sales prices are not available, data on the sold prices of over 350 units
gives an average private residential capital value of £1,266 psf. We consider this site to be in a more
valuable’ location that the site given the access to tube stations and being less impinged by infrastructure
constraints.
The 2016 DIF (which this report is updating) utilised residential capital values of £900-1,050 psf variations
by block. In the 4-year period from January 2016 to December 2019, the UK House Price Index (all
property types) shows average house price changes (and flats/ maisonettes in brackets) of:


Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea: –3% (-3%)



Inner London: +2% (+1%)



Outer London +9% (+7%)

While the site is within RBKC, it is on the periphery and – arguably – shares more characteristics to the
inner/ outer London market than it does to many of the ‘Prime Central London’ type sub-markets within
RBKC. We have utilised a residential capital value of £950 psf based on considering the comparable
evidence, our experience on other major regeneration sites and reviewing the trend residential capital
value growth since the 2016 DIFS. Breaking this down to the individual unit sizes indicates potential
values; we do not consider these to be out of kilter with the location and the scale/ placemaking potential
of the scheme.

Apartment type

Sq ft

1 bed, 2-person

538

2 bed, 3-person

657

Value psf

Unit value
£510,000
£620,000

£950

B.20

3 bed, 5-person

926

£880,000

4 bed, 6-person

1,066

£1,010,000

Based on the experience of Carter Jonas’ affordable housing team in this area, we consider that capital
values are broadly £200 psf (social rented), £240 psf (affordable rent) and £500 psf shared ownership/
intermediate tenure). Based on discussions with the RBKC, we have tested viability based on two
affordable housing tenure mixes:


50% intermediate tenure/ 50% social rent (the mix in the existing RBKC Local Plan);



30% intermediate tenure/ 70% social rent (the mix in the emerging SPD).

Commercial
B.21

Commercial values utilised for the scheme are:


Workspace/ office rents of £35 psf capitalised at 6.0%.



Retail/ social/ community rents of £20 psf capitalised at 6.0%.

B.22

These values are assumed to be net of rent free and void allowances. Given the scale of the scheme and
mix of uses, these figures are necessarily aggregate assumptions and are based on Carter Jonas’
experience on similar regeneration sites and local schemes.

B.23

This is an unestablished location for offices and the rents reflect this. The new offices comprise a net
lettable area of circa 84,000 sq ft. In this location, we assume that the office development will be let to
multiple tenants taking 2,500 sq ft upwards.

B.24

The site sits at the northern extremity of an area that Carter Jonas consider to make up the ‘West London’
sub market with the key districts being Hammersmith, White City and Chiswick. Hammersmith’s preeminence as the premier West London office location is being challenged by other districts that are
establishing themselves as competitors. These include:


Ealing – where several new office developments have recently been completed / are about to
complete – the area has attracted significant new investment because of the development of an
Elizabeth Line station at Ealing Broadway



White City – boosted by the development of Imperial College’s Translation and Innovation Hub and
the redevelopment of the former BBC television centre complex, which has attracted several large
space occupiers, in excess of 50,000 sq ft. The area is rapidly becoming an established life sciences
hub.



Chiswick – in particular the key office scheme, Chiswick Park, which has attracted an array of big
brand international businesses which have located their national and regional headquarters at the
estate, including: Unisys, Sony and Pernod Ricard
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B.25

As shown in Figure [], we have utilised a search area including the site and the area to the south (down to
the Holland Park Avenue), east to Maida Vale, north to Kensal Rise and east to White City.
Figure B.1 Office rents search area

gives a gross headline rate of £40 psf which has a present value of £36.65 psf. This has been rounded
down to £35 psf in this assessment.
B.31

Retail/ social/ community space is hard to define for the scheme. The total net lettable space in addition to
Sainsbury’s is very minimal. We have used a rent of £20 psf (net of rent free and void allowances) based
on Carter Jonas’ experience of small retail units in inner London locations. The same capitalisation rate as
for the office space has been utilised for this analysis.

Costs
Construction
B.32

B.33

B.26

Since 2018, there are 45 lease agreements with available details on Egi Radius (the leading property
market information database) with a median agreed rent which equates to £50 psf. This is heavily driven
by agreements at the White City Developments (Media Works building and West Works Building). We
consider that White City will trade at a significant premium to office developments at the Kensal Canalside
site given the cluster effect, better accessibility and scale of the offer.

B.27

Looking at lease agreements of sub 2,500 sq ft in the same search area, the closest to the site is at the
Old Gramophone Works on Kensal Road. In August 2019 Innocent Drinks took 2,500 sq ft at £42.50 psf
for a three-year lease.

B.28

Within West London, Carter Jonas’ agents consider that rent free periods of 10-13 months on 5-year
leases and 22-25 months on 10-year leases. For the site, we consider that taking the mid-point in this
range (18 months) plus a 6-month void allowance is reasonable.
We consider that a capitalisation rate of 6.0% reflects a reasonable discount to prime West London office
yields which were as low as 4.1 % (June 2019 Investment Property Databank net initial yield for
Hammersmith),

B.30

Getting to a workspace/ office rental value which is net of rent free and void allowances requires
calculation of the present value of the rental income. Assuming a 20% discount to rates at White City



Mean - £2,385 per square metre (psm) (£2,532 psm);



Lower quartile - £1,961 psm (£2,082 psm);



Upper quartile - £2,568 psm (£2,726 psm);



Median - £2,219 psm (£2,356 psm);

The 2016 DIFS used rates of £2,905-3,335 psm. Carter Jonas has utilised a blended build cost allowance
for all plots which reflects a 14-15% uplift on the rom the base position of upper quartile data for RBKC of
£2,726 psm (£253 psf). This equates to a figure of £3,119 psm (£290 psf). We consider that this premium
is required in order to address that:


BCIS data is backward looking and some allowance is required to put in February 2020 prices.



Carter Jonas is aware of the costs plans for other major schemes in the area which have rates in the
region of £300 psf. No index is fully able to capture the intricacies of the individual nature of sites and
Carter Jonas’ judgement is that BCIS upper quartile figures are relatively low for the scheme.

B.34

For a viability appraisal which is linked to a planning application and a defined scheme, a third-party cost
assessment or review by a Quantity Surveying firm is likely to be required. Given the lack of a scheme at
this point, a BCIS benchmark analysis is appropriate.

B.35

Non-residential uses (workspace/ offices and retail/ soc/ community) have not had a disaggregated cost
applied as these uses are assumed to be in mixed use blocks alongside residential.

B.36

No specific cost has been allowed for a new petrol station if this is to be required.

Externals
B.37

B.29

Construction costs have been generated from reviewing BCIS rates and Carter Jonas’ knowledge and
experience of the costs calculated for comparable schemes. At 20 February 2019, the BCIS output for +6
storey apartment-based housing in London Postcode area (RBKC figure in brackets) is:

On top of this base, we have added a 10% allowance for externals - the 2016 DIFS used £20 psf
compared to the £29 psf used here - which is consistent with our approach elsewhere.

Car parking
B.38

The viability analysis assumes no cost or value for car parking provision within the scheme apart from in
relation to a basement car park for Sainsbury’s.

B.39

Car parking provision in line with general RBKC policy would be multi-storey (given the densities
envisaged here) and thus have a reasonably significant cost. We anticipate that this cost would be more
3
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Benchmark land values, Sainsbury’s reprovision & land remediation
costs

than covered by the capital receipts for such spaces. However, we understand that the policy/
expectations for car parking levels on this site are not yet set: a his stage, without a scheme concept in
any detail, we consider it reasonable to assume that overall car parking provision is ‘value neutral’ in the
appraisal.
B.40

For the underground Sainsbury’s car park we have allowed a cost of £1,039 per sq m (BCIS) and applied
this to an area per space (including circulation) of 30 sq m. No value has been applied to these spaces in
the appraisal.

B.45

Carter Jonas has reviewed the previous approaches - stated in two previous reports – utilised to account
for the value of the land/ existing property assets on the Site.

B.46

The North Pole Depot & Kensal Gasworks Valuation Study (DTZ 2014) report was prepared to support the
RBKC and LBHF’s responses to the High Speed 2 Bill. This shared broadly the same assumptions as the
Cushman & Wakefield (a successor company to DTZ) Development Uplift and Infrastructure Study for
Kensal Opportunity Area (September 2015) report. These assumed:

Direct infrastructure
B.41

The 2016 DIFS included an allowance for ‘Direct Infrastructure’ costs. This assessment by Carter Jonas
makes no allowance for infrastructure costs within the viability appraisal in addition to the externals and
items specified. Instead, apart from remediation which we discuss below, all other upfront infrastructure
costs are set out in the infrastructure costs identified in Section 5 of this study.

Land remediation



The Gas Works and associated land to the east, as well as the North Pole depot was assumed to
have an existing use of industrial for the purpose of applying a per acre Benchmark Land Value. The
values assigned were indicative values based on a 'tone of the list' methodology to reflect the limited
information available.



A higher per acre industrial value applied to the gas works and associated land to the east compared
to the North Pole Depot site due to the restricted access as well as the compromising shape of the
land.



The existing use value of the Sainsbury’s store calculated using a gross to net area ratio of 90%. A
rent of £25 at a yield of 4.75% was applied as well as purchaser's costs at 5.8%.

Table B.5 Remediation costs from the 2016 DIFS
Development plot

B.42

Decontamination cost range (£000s/plot)
Low

High

Mean

A

n/a

n/a

n/a

B

960

1,490

1,230

C

190

320

250

D

520

750

630

E

380

560

470

F

810

1,170

990

G

410

600

500

H

230

390

310

J

250

400

330

K

150

230

190

L

260

380

320

M

330

560

450

N

360

580

470

O

170

260

220

P

110

180

140

Total

5,130

7,870

6,500

B.47

B.43

The site sits in CIL Zone H in RBKC and is therefore exempt from Borough CIL charges.

B.44

Mayoral CIL is £80 psm in RBKC. We have assumed that this rate is charged across the development on
all private residential and workspace/ office uses. As the rate came into effect in 2019, no indexation is
required.



A blanket Existing Use Value (EUV) based on benchmark industrial land values of £2.5m per acre
north of the train tracks and £2.0m per acre south of the train tracks (i.e. North Pole Depot site). The
reduction was due to the plot shape and consequential layout of any future development and the
relatively constrained.



An increase of 20% to the EUV to reach a threshold land value. This is the value that could be
perceived as the figure landowners would be incentivised to sell their land.



A replacement build cost for Sainsbury’s (based on direct consultation with Sainsbury’s) accounted
for in the plot H viability appraisal. No value attributed value to the existing Sainsbury’s based on a
replacement store being provided with seamless trading.

B.48

The Carter Jonas financial viability appraisal puts the land into the scheme at a cost which reflects its
current day Existing Use Value plus a 20% uplift. This is the value that could be perceived as the figure
landowners would be incentivised to sell their land. Given that the scheme is unable to viably meet all
policy requirements (i.e. policy level affordable housing provision) we consider this to be a reasonable
approach for a study of this type.

B.49

To determine the Existing Use Value of industrial land, we have utilised the nearest comparator in the
‘MHCLG Land Value Estimates’ assessment (2017 – the last year available) which broadly correlates with
the assumptions in the 2016 DIF. For ‘Central London, North’ this is £6.0m per hectare which (including
3% value uplift since 2017) equals the £2.5m per acre figure previously used. We have retained a 20%
discount for the land which is south of the railway line.

B.50

This assumes that Sainsbury’s get a ‘like for like’ store replacement. There are some changes (e.g. the
loss of the petrol filling station and the car parking being underground) but we understand that the overall
net sales area will be similar. The cost of creating the underground car park for Sainsbury’s is included in
the overall scheme development costs.

B.51

Carter Jonas is not privy to the agreements which are in place between landowners and developers (i.e.
Ballymore/ Sainsbury’s and National Grid/ St William) but anticipate that landowners have a stake in the
profitability of the overall development as opposed to just taking a land value. The Benchmark Land

Plot E (Canalside House) is no longer part of the study area and has thus been removed in the analysis.
With this taken out the total estimated decontamination cost is £6.03m. This estimate was undertaken for
the 2016 DIFS. Indexing this cost using the All Tender Price Index from Q4 2016 to Q42019 (a 17.3%
uplift) leads to a figure of £7.07m.

Statutory costs

The 2016 DIFS assumed:
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Values do not seek to reflect any such transaction/ agreement. We consider this to be a robust and
reasonable assumption based on the fact that any comprehensive redevelopment will likely require buy in
from the existing landowners who would secure a share of downstream development value (over and
above the Existing Use Value) from development receipts.

Other development costs
Table B.6 Other development costs applied to the scheme
Items

Rate

Comments

Finance Rate

6.5%

Blended rate

Profit – phased to be incurred on
the completion of each landowners’
respective holding

17.5%

Private residential: as a percentage of Gross Development
Value

6.0%

Affordable residential: as a percentage of Gross Development
Value

15.0%

Workspace/office/retail/social/community: as a percentage of
Gross Development Value

12.5%

Sainsbury’s: as a percentage of construction costs

Professional Fees (on Construction
Costs)

10.0%

Reflecting the mix of uses within the scheme but also the
potential of the scale of the Scheme to mean some aggregate
savings. Applied to construction costs only and to be inclusive
in other items

Contingency costs

5.0%

Applied to all costs apart from existing use values, finance and
profit requirement

Mayoral CIL (psm)

£80

Mayoral CIL rate as became adopted in February 2019. The
Site is exempt from RBKC CIL

Marketing

1.0%

As a % of total GDV

Residential sales agency fee

1.0%

On private residential GDV only

Residential sales legal fee

0.5%

On private and affordable residential GDV only

Commercial Sales Agents

1.0%

Commercial Legal

0.5%

Agency letting fee

5.0%

Purchasers Costs

6.8%

Trajectory
6.14

The development trajectory for the scheme has been developed by Stantec. It is based on taking the
assumptions for housing delivery (on this site) from the RBKC Local Plan – these would have been

6.15

6.16

The Benchmark Land Value is input into the scheme appraisal in in 2020 for National Grid and
Sainsbury’s/ Ballymore and 2024 for North Pole.
Table B.7: Principles of the trajectory
Landowner

Residential

Office/ workspace

Total

Low: 3,500
Medium: 4,200
High: 5,000

10,000 sqm – agreed at
inception meeting
Same in every scenario

National
Grid

Stantec assumptions:
Low: 265
Medium: 315
High: 375
- Assumed to be 10% of total
housing north of railway line (based
on previous DIFS)
- Phasing moved on one year from
previous DIFS (2027-32)
Stantec assumptions:
Low: 1,458
Medium: 1,733
High: 2,063
- Assumed to be 55% of total
housing north of railway line
- Phasing moved on one year from
previous DIFS (2027-32)
Stantec assumptions:
Low: 928
Medium: 1,103
High: 1,313
Assumed to be 35% of total
housing north of railway line (based
on previous DIFS)
Phasing moved on one year from
previous DIFS (2027-32)
Low: 850
Medium: 1,050
High: 1,250
Stantec assumptions: Phasing
moved on one year from previous
DIFS (2027-32)

None.

400 sqm and delivered in
2027.

7,500 sqm in total – split
equally between Sainsbury’s
& Ballymore.
Stantec assumption –
Sainsbury’s delivers office
immediately after new store
completes (2025-6)
- Ballymore delivers in same
two years

400 sqm and delivered in
2027.

2,500 sqm

400 sq m and delivered in
2027 (as previous DIFS)

Ballymore

Sainsbury’s

North Pole

Retail/ social
infrastructure
13,256 sqm
Same in every scenario

New store: 12,056 sqm
(taken from WSP report)
Construction 2022-24 (as
per landowner meeting
and phasing info issued)

Results
Table B.8: Potential Surplus/ Deficit (£m) with policy compliant tenure split

informed by the landowners/ developers at Kensal Canalside.

Affordable housing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Stantec and Carter Jonas have sought to understand the delivery plans of the landowners during the

25-35%

-£90 to £15

-£60 to £60

-£35 to £110

update to this DIFS. We have received [limited information] and Stantec has therefore developed timings
for infrastructure and enabling works that corresponds with their experience and the relevant
dependencies. Carter Jonas has reviewed the build out and absorption rates for the residential
development which, whilst ambitious, are not outside of the rates that have been achieved on large scales
regeneration sites within London.
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Appendix C

Bus network changes

Bus Network for Phase 2, Scenario 2b of development

Bus Network for Phase 1 of development

Source: TfL
Source: TfL

Bus Network for Phase 2, Scenario 2c of development

Bus Network for Phase 2, Scenario 2a of development

Source: TfL

Source: TfL
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Bus Network for Phase 2, Scenario 2d of development

Source: TfL
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Appendix D

Detailed Tables
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